
Ride leader memo sheet (Eden Valley CUK)

1. You will have completed the entry in the Calendar of rides Rides for publication 
including likely lunch and coffee stops distance and likely grade (see our sheet of 
criteria) It is sometimes good to not only check that a venue is open but also to 
warn them ahead of when and how many are likely to arrive.

2. A few days ahead of the ride date publish further details on the Blog which may 
include amendments to the ride, route details, wet weather alternatives etc. It may 
be appropriate to publish further details/changes on the morning of the ride (early 
0800) but these should be exceptional.

3. Be at the start ahead of the published start time so that you can get to know who is 
on the ride and:
1. register guest riders1 (those for whom you do not have ICE details, and those 

who are not CUK members) Non CUK members are allowed 3 rides before 
joining.

2.  Outline the ride and pace to the group and remind them if necessary of riding 
etiquette including signals calls and group riding tactics.2

3. Appoint a back marker (not necessarily for the whole ride!) so that you can 
easily see if everyone is present! When ascending and descending it is not 
expected that everyone will stay absolutely together but on the flats discourage 
break-aways!

4. At some stage take a list of all who are on the ride and return it to the rides record 
keeper (CJ at present) Some may join the ride at an intermediate stop some may 
leave all are deemed to have been on the ride!

1 – there is a guest rider form available to download on the documents page of the website. This should be returned to the Secretary 
after the ride. Also a ride leader register with ICE details of all those registered in the EVGroup

2 – When the group is large, special thought should be given to splitting into several units to allow traffic to overtake. When the road is 
wide enough and the traffic is not too heavy ride in pairs (up to 4) it's safer, more sociable and it saves energy! (see blog Aug2 2017)
But if we are in a big group riding in single file because of the conditions then please leave at least a car sized break every 4 so that 
following vehicles can get past safely. It should be the responsibility of the fifth rider to draw back from the group to leave the space and 
others behind should not take this as a cue to overtake him/her and catch up with the group ahead.
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